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A Low-Complexity Eigenfilter Design Method for
Channel Shortening Equalizers for DMT Systems
Andre Tkacenko, Student Member, IEEE, and P. P. Vaidyanathan, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—We present a new low-complexity method for the design of channel shortening equalizers for discrete multitone modulation systems using the eigenfilter approach. In contrast to other
such methods which require a Cholesky decomposition for each
delay parameter value used, ours requires only one such decomposition. Simulation results show that our method performs nearly
optimally in terms of observed bit rate.
Index Terms—Channel-shortening equalizers, eigenfilter, fractionally spaced equalizers.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

UE TO THE recent interest in discrete multitone (DMT)
modulation systems, the design of time-domain equalizers
(TEQs) or channel-shortening equalizers has received much attention [2], [3], [6]. Because of the long impulse response of
typical channels encountered in DMT systems, such as twisted
pair telephone lines [7], TEQs are required to shorten the overall
channel response to one sample more than the length of the
cyclic prefix used.
Several methods proposed for the design of TEQs involve
a minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) design of the effective channel (namely, the cascade of the channel and equalizer) [1], [2] and not the equalizer directly. With such methods,
the equalizer is then obtained using the well-known orthogonality principle. Other methods, such as the maximum shortening signal-to-noise ratio (MSSNR) method of [5] and the minimum intersymbol interference (min-ISI) method of [3], deal directly with the equalizer coefficients and are examples of eigenfilter methods [10]. Though these methods have been shown to
perform well, they require a different Cholesky decomposition
for each delay parameter value used.
In contrast, a new eigenfilter method recently introduced
requires only one such decomposition [6]. The goal of this
method is to minimize the delay spread of the effective channel.
Though this method was shown to be less prone to synchronization errors than others, it does not account for the cyclic
prefix length or any knowledge of noise statistics. Due to noise
source models for DMT systems, such as near-end crosstalk
(NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT) [7], it is only natural to
exploit such knowledge to obtain a better equalizer.
In this letter, we generalize the eigenfilter method of [6]
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Fig. 1. SIMO-MISO channel/equalizer model.

tiple-output (SIMO) channel and multiple-input single-output
(MISO) equalizer model, which can be used for the design of
fractionally spaced equalizers (FSEs) as shown in [8]. Secondly,
we incorporate the cyclic prefix length and effects due to noise.
Simulation results provided show that our method performs
comparably with other methods in terms of achievable bit rate
with less computational complexity. Parts of this letter have
been presented by the authors in recent conference proceedings
[8], [9].
II. PROPOSED EIGENFILTER DESIGN METHOD
Consider the SIMO-MISO channel/equalizer model of Fig. 1.
Here, is the oversampling factor for FSEs. We make the following assumptions here.
is a known finite impulse response
• The channel
(FIR) filter of length .
is a FIR filter of length .
• The equalizer
is zero-mean and white with variance .
• The input
is a zero-mean wide-sense stationary
• The noise
.
(WSS) random process with autocorrelation
and
are uncorrelated.
• The processes
can be expressed as
Note that the output
, where
and
are, respectively, the filtered signal
and noise processes given by

and

is the effective channel given by
. We want the equalizer to shorten the effective channel
and minimize the noise power
with respect to the
. To that end, we choose
to minimize the
signal power
objective function
(1)
where
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and

are defined as follows:

(2)
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Here,
is a channel shortening objective,
is the
is a tradeoff parameter between
noise-to-signal ratio, and
is the delay of the shortened
these two objectives. Also,
is a “penalty” function, which is any nonnegchannel, and
. The
ative function used to penalize different values of
,
, and
corresponds
special case where
to the objective analyzed in [6].
Though is arbitrary, we have heuristically opted to use

(3)
is the intersymbol interference (ISI) power present
Here,
before equalization, which is
times the difference
in
and the energy of the
length
of the energy of
with maximum energy, where
is the cyclic
window of
is the input noise power, namely,
prefix length. Also,
. Finding the optimal choice of for a given criterion is still an open problem. However, for maximizing bit rate,
in (3) yielded good results.
it was found (see Section IV) that
To further incorporate the cyclic prefix length in the design,
we have chosen the penalty function

(4)

otherwise.
Note that
outside of

Fig. 2. Original and equalized channel impulse responses for CSA loop #1.

penalizes uniformly any samples of
.
Fig. 3. Observed bit rate (as a percentage of the MFB bit rate) as a function of
the tradeoff parameter for CSA loop #1.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Then, from (2), we can show that we have

Let us define the quantities shown in the equation at the
bottom of the page. These quantities have the following sizes:
;
•
;
•
;
•
.
•

..
.
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..
.

.

..

..

.

..

.

(5)
, then
is positive
Assuming has a full rank of
definite. As such, it has a Cholesky decomposition of the form
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TABLE I
OBSERVED BIT RATES FOR CSA LOOPS #1–8 USING VARIOUS TEQ DESIGN METHODS. (BIT RATES EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE OF MFB MAXIMUM
ACHIEVABLE BIT RATE FOR EACH LOOP.)

, where
Defining the
from (1) and (5)

is a nonsingular
column vector as

matrix.
, we have

As is Hermitian, it follows by Rayleigh’s principle that the
where
denotes the smallest
minimum value of is
iff
lies in the
eigenvalue of . Furthermore,
. As
, the
eigenspace corresponding to
optimum equalizer coefficients can be found from . One
does not
important point to note is that the Cholesky factor
depend on the delay parameter . Other eigenfilter methods,
such as [3] and [5], have Cholesky factors that do depend on .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here we have opted to compare our proposed TEQ design
method with others on the basis of observed bit rate. Data for
the channel and noise was obtained from the Matlab DMTTEQ
Toolbox [4]. We used the following typical asymmetric digital
subscriber line (ADSL) input parameters:
• sampling frequency: 2.208 MHz, DFT size: 512, SNR
gap: 9.8 dB;
,
,
,
dBm;
•
• NEXT noise model with eight disturbers [7] plus additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power density 110
dBm/Hz.
Fig. 2 shows the original and equalized channel impulse responses for carrier service area (CSA) loop #1 designed using
as in (3) and
our proposed method. Here, we chose
as in (4). We varied the delay parameter from
0 to 40 and chose the one which yielded the best bit rate. As we
can see, our method shortened the channel quite well. In Fig. 3,
we have plotted the observed bit rate (as a percentage of the

matched-filter bound (MFB) maximum achievable bit rate [7])
as a function of the tradeoff parameter . Here,
and yielded a percentage of 91.0819, whereas the optimum
was 0.998 with a percentage of 91.0852. Clearly, the heuristic
from (3) yielded nearly optimal results as dechoice of
sired. From Fig. 3, we can see that performance remained rel, which heuristically means
atively constant for
that for the simulation parameters chosen here, ISI is more of a
problem than noise.
In Table I, we have tabulated the observed bit rates for CSA
loops #1–8 using the above parameters as a percentage of the
MFB bit rate. The expression for the observed bit rate [3] takes
into account both the ISI power of the effective channel as well
as the effects due to the filtered noise. For each method considered except for the geometric SNR method (GSNR) [2], which
requires nonlinear optimization, we varied the delay parameter
from 0 to 40 and chose the value that yielded the best bit rate.
The optimum MMSE-unit energy constraint (UEC) method of
[1] was used as the initial condition for the GSNR method. As
was done in [3], the mean-squared error (MSE) parameter used
was set to be 2 dB above the MSE obtained from the optimal
MMSE-UEC equalizer. From Table I, we can see that our proposed method comes very close to the MFB maximum bit rate
and is comparable with the min-ISI method of [3]. However,
we should note that our proposed method requires less computational load, as we only require one Cholesky decomposition
for all values of , as opposed to the min-ISI method which
requires a different such decomposition for each . The MISO
equalizers for FSEs designed using our method offer a further
improvement over all the methods considered here (see [8] for
more details), however, for sake of fair comparison and brevity,
these results have been omitted.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this letter, we have generalized the delay spread minimization method of [6] to account for the cyclic prefix length as
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well as the noise encountered in the system. We showed that our
method is less complex to implement than other common eigenfilter TEQ design methods, in that it only requires one Cholesky
decomposition for all delay parameter values. From our simulation results, it was observed that our method came close to
MFB maximum bit rate for all CSA loops considered, showing
the merit of our proposed TEQ design method.
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